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ABSTRACT
Public service is the linchpin of good governance, profoundly impacting community quality of life. This research delves into the redefinition of public service within the West Java Provincial Government, scrutinizing its essence and confronting primary challenges to effective service delivery. Amidst hurdles like intricate bureaucracy, deficient inter-agency coordination, and incongruent service standards, understanding these issues is imperative for a nuanced comprehension of public service. The research objective is to meticulously explore and redefine the core of effective public service at the West Java Provincial Government level, establishing a foundation for comprehending factors influencing service quality. Employing a qualitative approach encompassing in-depth interviews, observations, and document analysis, the study aims to gain profound insights into perceptions, experiences, and practices related to public service at the provincial government level. The findings pinpoint key aspects contributing to a comprehensive definition of public service. Recommendations derived from these findings propose initiatives to augment inter-agency coordination, streamline bureaucratic processes, and enhance consistency in service standards, thereby bolstering the efficacy of public service in the West Java Provincial Government. This research aspires to significantly contribute to fortifying the understanding and implementation of more effective, sustainable, and responsive public services to cater to the community's needs within the West Java Provincial Government area.
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INTRODUCTION
In the foundational philosophy of development administration, public service emerges as a pivotal outcome resulting from the paradigm shift within state administration reforms. However, a crucial inquiry surfaces: is there a cohesive theory consistently associated with public service? Gerald Caiden (2014), a seasoned expert in state administration, has critiqued the myriad theories in this field for lacking a universally applicable framework. Similar sentiments were echoed by Fred. W. Riggs in Ikeanyibe (2017) and Heady et al (2018), who questioned the methodological consistency in state administration theory. Meanwhile, several scholars, including Thoha, Munafe, Djumara, Hardjosoyoekarso, Kristiadi, and Saragih, conceptualize public service more as a multifaceted concept than a distinct theory. The term "public service" is commonly construed as serving the broader community, encompassing social, general, and superior services. However, the simultaneous use of diverse terms adds intricacy to the ontological (what, why), epistemological (how), and axiological (for what) dimensions within the discourse of theories related to public service.

Administrative theories on public service must fulfill several essential criteria (Tompkins, 2023). Firstly, the theory should present something relevant to societal life, intricately linked to the contemporary situation. Secondly, it needs a proactive dimension, offering insights beneficial for the future. Additionally, an ideal theory should foster innovation, introducing new adaptable methods. Fourthly, existing theories should serve as a foundational scaffold for the development of other administrative theories, particularly those related to public service. Fifthly, the theory should facilitate the explanation and prediction of phenomena arising in the context of public service. Lastly, the comprehensiveness of the theory is crucial, demonstrating its multidisciplinary and multidimensional
capacity to encompass various relevant aspects within the scope of public service.

Ferrel Heady (2018) proposed a series of steps concerning state administration theory. Firstly, there is a need to adapt classical or traditional state administration theories to the dynamism of the times. Heady (2018) emphasized the importance of substantial changes in administrative theory with a focus on development aspects. Furthermore, a comprehensive redefinition of existing development systems and models is suggested. The last proposed step is to discover new formulations in administrative theory of the middle-range variety, becoming theories more relevant to the actual context in state administration practice. Fred. W. Riggs in Ikeanyibe (2017) presented a series of recommendations related to administrative research methodology, particularly concerning the observation of public service phenomena. His suggestions include a shift from normative to empirical approaches, placing greater emphasis on observation and empirical data rather than norms or values. Additionally, Riggs recommended a shift from an ideographic approach to a nomothetic approach, emphasizing the search for general laws or generalizations (Ikeanyibe, 2017). Moreover, he also recommended a shift from a structural approach to an ecological approach, considering the interaction between various variables and systems within a broader environment. Lastly, Riggs suggested a shift from a behavioral approach to a post-behavioral approach, which emphasizes an analytical approach to behavior in the context of public service.

If these steps can be effectively implemented, the study of state administration, including Public Service within it, holds the potential to achieve several vital goals. Firstly, it can foster the creation of new concepts and theories that transcend cultural boundaries, reflecting the diversity inherent in the context of public service. Secondly, it can facilitate the comparison of existing formal provisions, laws, and regulations, forming the basis for decision-making and policy formulation related to public service. Lastly, it can enable actions based on facts and data obtained from the field. As a temporary conclusion, state administration studies seeking to identify theories related to public service should prioritize conducting comparative studies in the field of public service. Moreover, there is a pressing need to enhance field research related to the policy formulation process, implementation, and evaluation of public service products. These collective efforts are anticipated to lay a robust foundation for the development of theories relevant to the nuanced context of public service.

This research builds upon relevant studies, including Dede Mariana (2008) exploration of the organizational culture's impact on public officers within the West Java Province Government, revealing conservative and unadaptive norms leading to unexpected behaviors. Additionally, Muliawaty & Hendryawan (2020) emphasize the essential principle that governance should prioritize serving the people, particularly through effective e-government practices. Akhmaddhian (2014) Study on bureaucratic reform in licensing in Bogor Regency highlights improvements in information openness. Conducted between August and October 2023, our research contributes novelty through a qualitative approach, involving in-depth interviews, observations, and document analysis. This multifaceted exploration of public services includes diverse stakeholder perspectives, unraveling intricacies in organizational culture, the significance of e-government, and tangible improvements resulting from bureaucratic reform. The thematic analysis of collected data provides nuanced insights, guiding conclusions that redefine the essence of public services within the West Java Provincial Government's territory.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Unveiling Foundations: Definitions, Public Service Dynamics, and Societal Issues

In this segment, we unravel the critical role of definitions in providing clear boundaries and a nuanced understanding of various concepts. Drawing insights from linguistic and philosophical experts like Marsili (2021), He emphasize the importance of definitions as instruments for effective communication and uniform interpretation. Explore the multifaceted nature of public service, echoing perspectives from eminent scholars like Fred W. Riggs in Ikeanyibe (2017), Dwight Waldo (2017), Paul C. Light (2006), Christopher Hood (2014), and Wolf, E. E. (2018). This section delves into the foundational principles of public service, emphasizing efficiency, quality, ethics, innovation, and societal roles, contributing to a comprehensive understanding.
Delve into the expansive scope of public services, guided by key dimensions such as service nature, objectives, service providers, public interest, resources, regulations, and relevance to public issues. Aligning with the legal framework of Law Number 25 of 2009, we outline the diverse services encapsulated within the public service domain. Navigate through the optimization imperatives crucial for effective public service. From leadership and organizational culture to Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), service standards, and technological utilization, we dissect the essential dimensions that contribute to optimal public service delivery.

In delving into the realm of public issues and policy matters, this section navigates the intricate landscape guided by the profound insights of eminent scholars—Lasswell (2018), Dahl (1957), Dewey (1950), and Gittell (2014). The complexity of public policy issues unfolds, revealing key dimensions that underscore the intricate nature of these challenges. One of these dimensions is interdependence, signifying the interconnectedness of public issues within society, emphasizing the need for collaborative and collective efforts to formulate effective solutions. Subjectivity emerges as another critical aspect, as the definition and evaluation of these issues are influenced by the subjective experiences of individuals, adding layers of complexity to their understanding. Additionally, the artificial nature of public issues becomes apparent, highlighting their origin in human judgment and societal decisions. This section also emphasizes the dynamic characteristics inherent in these challenges, demanding adaptive and evolving solutions. Overall, the exploration underscores the imperative for collective endeavors to comprehend and address the multifaceted nature of public policy issues.

Understanding public issues involves recognizing their interdependence within society, extending beyond individual concerns and underscoring the need for collaborative solutions. Subjectivity plays a pivotal role in the definition of these issues, with external conditions selectively defined and evaluated based on the subjective experiences of individuals. Highlighting the artificial nature of public issues, they emerge as products of human judgment and societal decisions, showcasing the significant role of human agency in their identification and formulation. Furthermore, the dynamic nature of these challenges demands adaptive and evolving solutions, with a multitude of proposed remedies reflecting the ever-changing landscape of public issues.

Scholarly perspectives contribute depth to this understanding. Harold D. Lasswell's (2018) viewpoint accentuates the necessity of collective action in addressing public issues, laying the groundwork for collaborative endeavors. Robert Dahl's (1957) emphasis on interconnected power dynamics elucidates that public issues arise from the inability to address individual or group interests independently. John Dewey's (1950) pragmatic approach underscores the collaborative problem-solving required, emphasizing collective action from diverse parties. Marilyn Gittell's (2014) insights into power imbalances and resource distribution highlight the need for active participation in decision-making processes to address issues of social disparities. In conclusion, decoding public issues reveals a tapestry of complexities necessitating a collaborative and nuanced approach. The insights from Lasswell (2018), Dahl (1957), Dewey (1950), and Gittell (2014) provide a theoretical foundation for comprehending the multifaceted nature of public policy issues. Emphasizing interdependence, subjectivity, artificiality, and dynamism, this section underscores the imperative of collective endeavors in navigating and resolving complex societal challenges.

**Optimizing Public Services in West Java Province: An In-depth Analysis**

The Regional Government of West Java Province is currently implementing organizational restructuring efforts to enhance the quality of public services in the region. These initiatives are integral to the Public Service Optimization campaign, aimed at elevating the standards and quality of services delivered by the West Java Province Regional Government to the community. This commitment is explicitly outlined in the West Java Province Secretary’s Letter, numbered 9433/PK.03.01.09/ORG, dated November 7, 2023, emphasizing the dedication to redesign the organization for optimal performance in public services.

Recognizing public service as a crucial element for the government and a societal aspiration, achieving bureaucratic reform and good governance is intricately tied to the optimal quality of public services (Laksana & Abduh, 2023; Septiadi, 2023). The optimization process involves several key factors, including leadership, organizational culture, institutional framework, Standard Operating Procedures, service standards, management of public complaints, control and evaluation, infrastructure, use of
information technology, and human resource management.

For a detailed analysis of the Optimization of Public Services, it is essential to delve into its key dimensions. The first dimension, Leadership, encompasses a clear organizational vision and mission, leadership’s ability to inspire and motivate teams, and decision-making oriented toward public interests. When examining the definition of public service within the context of the West Java Province Regional Government from the leadership dimension, including a clear organizational vision and mission, leadership’s capacity to inspire and motivate teams, and decision-making oriented toward public interests, the discussion can be articulated as follows:

**Leadership Dimension: Clear Organizational Vision and Mission**
- **Vision:** This pertains to the long-term picture desired by the West Java Province government regarding public service. A clear vision creates consistent direction and focuses on enhancing the quality of public services.
- **Mission:** It details actions or specific steps taken to realize that vision. A detailed mission directs activities supporting the improvement of public services.
- **Leadership Ability to Inspire and Motivate Teams:** Effective leadership within the West Java Province government must inspire and motivate employees to work with dedication in providing quality public services. Leadership fostering enthusiasm and setting a positive example creates a productive work environment focused on achieving better public service goals.
- **Decision-making Oriented toward Public Interests:** Effective leadership in the West Java Province government must make decisions that prioritize public interests over personal or specific group interests. Wise decisions based on in-depth analysis ensure that public services meet the needs of the community fairly and equitably. In evaluating this leadership dimension, crucial aspects include how the organization’s vision and mission are articulated and executed, the extent to which leadership motivates and mobilizes teams for optimal contribution, and the degree to which decisions favoring public interests are made.

**Organizational Culture Dimension**
- **Ethical and Moral Values**
  The application of high ethical and moral values serves as a crucial foundation in delivering quality public services. West Java Province can prioritize integrity, transparency, and accountability in every interaction with the community. These values must be reflected in every aspect of public service, including decision-making processes, law enforcement, and the fair and equitable application of rules.
- **Openness to Innovation and Change**
  A culture that encourages innovation and change can enhance the efficiency and quality of public services. The West Java Province government can encourage employees to think creatively, devise new solutions, and embrace change as part of continuous improvement. The importance of adapting to technological advancements, societal needs, and the demands of the times requires a culture that is not stagnant but responsive to change.
- **Cooperation and Collaboration Among Organization Members**
  Effective collaboration among various units or departments within the West Java Province government can strengthen coordination and unify efforts to provide better services to the community. A strong culture of cooperation will enhance interdepartmental communication, reduce bureaucratic barriers, and enable more effective information exchange, ultimately supporting better public services.

**Institutional Dimension**
- **Efficient and Effective Organizational Structure**
It’s crucial to have an organizational structure that allows for effective coordination among units or departments. This structure should avoid overlap or excessive bureaucracy that can hinder the flow of information and swift decision-making. Solidifying an efficient organizational structure will support effectiveness in delivering public services, ensure the appropriate use of resources, and facilitate smooth coordination.

**Clear Assignment of Roles and Responsibilities**

Every unit or department within the West Java Province government should have clear roles and responsibilities related to public service. This ensures that each part understands its role in achieving the organization’s overall goals. Openness to clear roles and responsibilities will help prevent overlap, enhance accountability, and clarify expectations required from each division or unit.

**Mechanisms for Coordination Among Units or Departments**

The West Java Province government needs effective mechanisms for coordination among units or departments. This could involve regular meetings, clear communication flow, and structured reporting systems. Good coordination enables smooth information exchange, activity coordination, and collaboration among units to enhance overall public services.

The importance of having an efficient organizational structure, clear role assignments, and effective coordination mechanisms forms the basis for ensuring that the institution in the West Java Province Regional Government supports the effectiveness and efficiency of providing quality public services.

**Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) Dimension**

In the dimension of Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) in the context of public service in the West Java Province Regional Government, several crucial aspects can be evaluated:

- **Standardized and Documented Work Processes**
  
The importance of having clear and documented SOPs for every public service process conducted. Good documentation ensures that each step and procedure is well-defined. Standardized SOPs allow consistency in services provided by various departments or units within the government of West Java Province.

- **Clarity in Steps to Be Followed in Every Situation**
  
  Every SOP should detail the steps to be followed in various possible situations. This clarity is essential to ensure that government employees can easily adhere to established procedures. In the context of public service, this clarity helps ensure that each case or community need is handled consistently and according to established standards.

- **Monitoring and Evaluation of SOP Implementation**
  
  Periodic evaluation of SOP implementation is necessary to ensure that public service processes align with expectations. This can be done through performance monitoring, feedback from service users, or internal audits. Improvements and adjustments to SOPs are necessary upon identifying weaknesses or the need for changes based on such evaluations. Implementing well-documented and standardized SOPs in public service within the West Java Province Regional Government will help improve efficiency, consistency, and transparency in providing services to the community. Evaluating the implementation of SOPs is also a crucial step to ensure that these procedures remain relevant and effective in line with the evolving needs of the community and the organization.

**Service Standards Dimension**

In the context of the Service Standards dimension in public service within the West Java Province Regional Government, focus is placed on the following aspects:

- **Provision of Quality Service Standards to the Community**
  
  The importance of having clear and measurable quality service standards as guidelines for employees in providing services to the community. These standards should encompass various aspects such as response time, safety, reliability, and courtesy in service. These standards should also reflect the needs and expectations of the community regarding services provided by the West Java Province Regional Government.

- **Measurement of Performance Based on These Standard**
  
  The importance of regular performance measurement to evaluate the extent to which service
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standards are met. This can be done through community satisfaction surveys, measuring response times, or other performance indicators aligned with the established standards. Performance measurement allows for assessing success or failure in meeting the established standards.

**Revision of Standards as per Needs and Feedback**

Flexibility in revising service standards is highly important. Feedback from the community and performance evaluations will provide insights into whether existing standards align with actual needs or require adjustments. The process of revising standards should be responsive to changes in community needs, technology, or other developments that may impact service quality. Providing clear quality service standards, conducting regular performance measurements, and revising standards based on feedback and actual community needs are crucial steps in ensuring that the West Java Province Regional Government can deliver better and more responsive services to the community.

**Management of Public Complaints Dimension**

Management of Public Complaints in public service within the West Java Province Regional Government focuses on the following aspects:

**Open and Responsive Complaint Management System**

Having an open and responsive system for managing public complaints is crucial. This involves providing clear and accessible communication channels for the public to report issues or complaints related to public services. The responsiveness of this system demonstrates the government's commitment to listening to public input and providing quick responses to each incoming complaint.

**Transparent Reporting and Handling of Complaints**

The importance of transparency in the reporting and handling of complaints. The public should be informed about the status of their complaints and the steps taken to resolve the issues. This transparency also involves providing clear and open explanations regarding policies or procedures related to handling complaints.

**Monitoring to Ensure Timely Resolution**

Monitoring processes are crucial to ensuring that complaints are resolved in a timely and efficient manner. This involves creating measurable performance metrics related to complaint resolution. Effective monitoring allows for identifying issues or obstacles in resolving complaints and provides opportunities for process improvements and enhancements. Having an open and responsive system for managing public complaints, transparency in reporting and handling complaints, and regular monitoring to ensure timely resolutions are essential components in building public trust in the public services provided by the West Java Province Regional Government.

**Control (Monitoring, Evaluating, Reporting) Dimension**

In the dimension of Control (Monitoring, Evaluating, Reporting) in the context of public service in the West Java Province Regional Government, several key aspects exist:

**Internal Control Mechanisms to Prevent Misuse**

Strong internal control mechanisms serve as the foundation for preventing misuse of power or public funds. This includes clear task allocation, internal supervision, audits, and compliance with established regulations. Effective internal control helps minimize the risk of misuse of power or resources that could harm public interests.

**Periodic Performance Evaluations with Clear Indicators**

The importance of conducting periodic performance evaluations with clear and measurable indicators. These evaluations should cover aspects such as efficiency, effectiveness, and responsiveness in providing public services. Measurable performance indicators provide a more accurate picture of achieving public service objectives.

**Continuous Improvements Based on Evaluation Results**

The results of performance evaluations should serve as the basis for continuous improvements and enhancements. Improving digital literacy and skills in using existing technological systems will support better adaptation to technological changes.

**Infrastructure Dimension**

The West Java Provincial Government needs to provide services that can be accessed online to
facilitate public accessibility to public services. This includes mobile applications, online portals, or other platforms enabling access to services without requiring physical presence. The availability of online and hybrid services provides ease of access for the public and enhances transparency and participation in the public service process. Effective utilization of information technology in public services in the West Java Province Regional Government can not only improve efficiency but also provide broader access for the community. By ensuring integrated systems, data security, employee training, and effective online services, the government can deliver better and more responsive services to the evolving needs of the community in the digital era.

**Human Resource Management (HRM) Dimension**

In the dimension of Human Resource Management (HRM) in the context of public service in the West Java Province Regional Government, several critical aspects need analysis:

**Employee Qualifications and Competencies Aligned**

Employee qualifications and competencies aligned with job demands are crucial. The West Java Provincial Government needs to ensure that employees possess the necessary skills and knowledge to deliver quality public services. Careful recruitment and selection of employees and appropriate career development programs can support the selection of suitable individuals for the respective positions.

**Employee Development Programs to Enhance Skills**

The importance of employee development programs to enhance skills. This could include routine training, workshops, or continuous education programs to improve employee qualifications and capacities in delivering better services. These programs also assist employees in staying relevant to evolving technology, policies, and job demands.

**Employee Welfare and Motivation**

Employee welfare and motivation are crucial factors in maintaining productivity and commitment to public service. This involves providing fair compensation, a conducive work environment, career development opportunities, and other welfare programs. Employees who feel valued and have opportunities for growth are more likely to be dedicated in providing excellent services to the community.

**Organizational Culture**

Ethical values, innovation, cooperation, and collaboration form the basis for an organizational culture supporting quality public services. Institutional Dimension: Efficient organizational structure, clear role assignments, and good coordination mechanisms form the foundation for coordinated and directed services. Work Procedures (Standard Operating Procedure/SOP): Standardized, clear SOPs, and their evaluation are crucial in ensuring consistency and efficiency in public services. Service Standards: Providing service quality standards, measuring performance based on these standards, and making revisions as needed form the primary foundation for responsive and quality service. Handling Public Complaints: An open, transparent complaint management system, along with effective monitoring, supports timely complaint resolution and more responsive services.

**Control (Monitoring, Evaluating, Reporting)**

Internal control mechanisms, periodic performance evaluations, and ongoing improvements based on evaluations support more effective and responsive services. Infrastructure: Adequate infrastructure, proper maintenance, and the availability of user-friendly facilities impact public access and experience in obtaining services.

**Information Technology Utilization**

Utilizing technology to enhance efficiency, integrated and secure information systems, employee training, as well as online and hybrid services play a crucial role in the digital transformation of public services. Human Resource Management (HRM): Employee qualifications and competencies, skills development programs, and attention to employee welfare and motivation influence the quality of services provided. Overall, the integration and harmonization of these ten dimensions are key to providing quality, responsive, and directed public services in the West Java Provincial Government. By holistically considering these aspects, the government can strengthen infrastructure, human resources, and processes to provide optimal services to the community.
CONCLUSION

The study on the definition of public services in the West Java Provincial Government yields crucial insights. It enhances the understanding of public services at the provincial level, emphasizing the need for a comprehensive concept aligned with local needs. Identifying key challenges, including bureaucratic complexities and service standard inconsistencies, becomes pivotal for initiating improvements. The research provides actionable recommendations, such as bolstering inter-agency coordination and simplifying bureaucratic processes, aiming to enhance the overall effectiveness of public services. The comprehensive definition of public service, derived from the analysis of key dimensions, highlights its execution based on good governance, organizational culture, and ethics to meet public needs with quality and responsiveness. The West Java Provincial Government is encouraged to implement these recommendations, fostering tangible improvements. Further studies involving a broader range of stakeholders are recommended to continually deepen the understanding of public service dynamics, ensuring ongoing enhancements that efficiently meet the evolving needs of the community.
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